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Let {Bi,i = l, 2, • . . } be a sequence of Banach spaces, and define 
B = cPp\Bi} to be the space of sequences b={bi} with biÇ^Bi and 
Ml = ( l > I N h ) 1 / p < °°> 1 < £ < °°. I t is known that B, normed in this 
way, is also a Banach space. Boas2 showed that if Bi = lp for all i or if 
Bi — Lv for all i then B is uniformly convex. Since then I have shown3 

that if B{ — lvi or Lpi, \<pi< oo, and if the sequence {pi} is not 
bounded away from 1 and oo (that is, if there do not exist Km 
^M < oo with m^pi^M for all i), then B is not uniformly convex 
and cannot be renormed to an isomorphic uniformly convex space. 
One purpose of this note is to fill in the gap between these results by 
means of the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1. If Bi~lpi or Lpi, Kpi< oo, and if the sequence {pi} is 
bounded away from 1 and oo, then B — cPp{Bi] is uniformly convex. 

Another question which is answered here is raised by Boas (loc. 
cit., Footnote 3). In Boas' notation IP(BQ) is the space cPp{Bi} with 
Bi = Bo for all i. The space Lp(Bo) is the space of all Bochner integra-
ble functions4 ƒ on, say, [0, l ] with values in B0 and with ||/|| = 
[ /ol l /Wll^ x] 1 / P ^ °° • Boas' conjecture is verified by the next theorem. 

THEOREM 2. lp(Bo) and LP(BQ) are uniformly convex if (and, obvi
ously, only if) Bois. 

Both of these results follow from the remaining theorem of this 
note. If all Bi, i< oo, are uniformly convex there exists for each e, 
0 < e ^ 2 , a positive number 8i(e) such that ||6t-|| =| |&/| | = 1 and 
\\bi — b{\\ > e implies ||&»+&/|| <2(1—ôt-(e)). The sequence {Biy i< oo } 
will be said to have a common modulus of convexity if there is one 
function S(e) > 0 which can be used here in place of all S»(e). It is clear 
that if we define di(e)~^ inf [2 —1|6» + 6/|| ], where the infimum is 
taken over bi, hi with ||otj| =||&/|| = 1 and ||&* — b'\\ >e , then such a 
ô(e) exists if and only if inf*oi(e) > 0 for every e>0 . It is clear that 
ô(e) may be assumed to be a non-decreasing function of e. 
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